Year 3 Optional Home School Tasks 1.6.20
Find out who David
Hockney is? If you
google Red Ted Art.
Have fun drawing your
own version of Garrowby
Hill 😉

Write an adventure story
about someone travelling
along the road in the
David Hockney picture.
Remember to use the 5ws
and describe what
happens to your character
using super adjectives and
include conjunctions.

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=4qYtmcvmRzg
Try to copy the dance
moves to this song by Sara
Bareilles “Brave”. Come
on, be brave and give it a
go! Get your family to join
in too!

Watch You tube to find out
about the ‘Rocks and the
Rock Cycle’ Sky TV video.
Write a sentence about
each type Igneous,
Sedimentary, and
Metamorphic.

Learn these spellings, find
out their meaning and
write a sentence for each
word.
enough young touch
double trouble country
courage rough tough
cousin
Brave

Watch or read ‘The
Tunnel’ by Anthony
Browne (you tube) .
Describe how the little
girl felt during the
different parts of the
story.

What is 5 times 3?
Find 7 groups of 10.
What is 4 multiplied by 6?
How many 3s make 18?
Share 50 by 10.

Explain the difference
between natural and
human-made rocks?

Multiply 30 by 4.
Find one fifth of 60.
What is 16 times greater
than 2?
What is 48 divided by 4?
Five sweets weigh 100g.
What does each sweet
weigh?
Watch Newsround each. day
and write note about four of
the stories.
Pick one story and write a
newspaper report about it.
Add pictures.

When I was 1
www.bbc.co.uk/teach/scho
ol-radio/primary-schoolsongs-when-i-was-onechildrens-choir/z7kshbk

Thirteen less men than
women work in a school.
28 women wok there.
How many adults work in
the school altogether?

Did you enjoy the song
‘Brave’, how did it make
you feel dancing to it the
song?
Describe what makes you
feel scared and say what
you want to say about
being brave.
Use Times Tables Rock
Stars or Hit the Button
to learn and practise your
3, 4 and 8 times tables
every day.

Write about what you
know about rocks and
what you would like to
know.

Draw a front cover for
your adventure story,
perhaps in the style of
David Hockney?

Watch and complete the
Joe Wickes PE lesson
every day

WWW.mathsresources.com.c
ountdown
Play countdown numbers.

Write a book review about
the book that you are
reading now.

Write a list of all of the
things that you can think
of that are made out of
rock.

Which number, when
multiplied by itself, gives
an answer of 25?
A canteen serves 9 main
meals and 3 desserts. How
many 2-course meals are
possible?

